Human aging is characterized by impaired spatial cognition and reductions in the distinc-2 tiveness of category-specific fMRI activation patterns. Yet, little is know about age-related 3 decline in neural distinctiveness of spatial information. Here, we asked whether neural tun-4 ing functions of walking direction are broadened in older versus younger adults. To test this 5 idea, we developed a novel method that allowed us to investigate changes in fMRI-measured 6 pattern similarity while participants navigated in different directions in a virtual spatial 7 navigation task. We expected that directional tuning functions would be broader in older 8 adults, and thus activation patterns that reflect neighboring directions would be less dis-9 tinct as compared to non-adjacent directions. Because loss of distinctiveness leads to more 10 confusions when information is read out by downstream areas, we analyzed predictions of a 11 decoder trained on these representations and asked (1) whether decoder confusions between 12 two directions increase proportionally to their angular similarity, (2) and how this effect 13 may differ between age groups. Evidence for tuning-function-like signals was found in the 14 retrosplenial complex and primary visual cortex. Significant age differences in tuning width, 15 however, were only found in the primary visual cortex, suggesting that less precise visual 16 information could lead to worse directional signals in older adults. Yet, age differences in 17 visual tuning were not related to behavior. Instead, directional information encoded in RSC 18 correlated with memory on task. These results shed new light on neural mechanisms under-19 ling age-related spatial navigation impairments and introduce a novel approach to measure 20 tuning specificity using fMRI. 21 1 1 Introduction 24 A central goal of aging research is to understand how aging-related neurobiological changes 25
walking directions. We reduced this estimation bias by temporally and directionally separat-191 ing adjacent events on the analysis level. Specifically, we separated odd and even numbered 192 forward walking events and modelled them in two distinct GLMs. This separation of odd 193 and even events ensured that events within the same GLM were separated by at least the 194 minimal duration of another event (1 second) and resulted in an average of 5.1 TRs between 195 two events, which corresponds to 12.25 s (SD=9.68). Such temporal separation exponen-196 tially reduced noise correlations between events, as can be illustrated by considering a 1-step 197 autoregressive model of the form
whereby ϕ 1 , known as the AR(1) coefficient, expresses the relation between the signal X 199 at time t and the same signal during the previous measurement time-point t − 1 (constant 200 and error terms are left out for simplicity). The relation between the signal two time steps 201 apart can be found by substituting X t−1 in Eqn. (1) by its own auto-regression model, 202 X t−1 ∝ ϕ 1 X t−2 , and is thus described by X t ∝ ϕ 2 1 X t−2 . The now quadratic AR(1) term 203 shows that the autocorrelation between the two measurements drops exponentially as a 204 function of the number of 'time steps' between the measurements, i.e. the AR(1) coefficient 205 of the signal recorded p time steps apart is an exponential function of the AR(1) coefficient
The value of ϕ p comprises a signal component (similarity of directional representations) Figure 2 ). We then quantified whether the confusion function reflected a tuning function 263 by fitting a Gaussian bell curve to the data that peaks at the target direction, as done in 264 electrophysiological animal research (Mazurek et al., 2014) . The Gaussian curve is described
where x is a given direction relative to the target, τ reflects the precision of the Gaussian
267
(1/σ 2 ), and Z ensures normalization. This model had only one free parameter, precision 268 τ that reflects the width of the tuning function. We compared this model to a null model 269 that assumed evenly distributed off-target predictions independent of direction. According 270 to this model, off-target predictions should be described by
which uniformly distributes the percentage remaining after subtraction of the value at the target direction, a, a free parameter.
273
Both models thus had only one free parameter and were compared based on the sum of is always matched to the data via the free parameter a. For each ROI, participants' SSE 279 differences between both models were entered into a one-sided t-test to test for a better 280 fit of the Gaussian vs uniform model. We also derived a tuning function from the classifier 281 predictions when applied to single forward or backward events by quantifying how often each 282 of the 60 • labels from the training set was predicted for each of the 10 • bins in the test set.
283
We then compared the fitted precision parameters between age groups and ROIs, testing 284 our hypothesis that directional information is encoded with higher precision in younger 285 compared to older adults (one-sided t-test). Since the precision parameter was non-normally 286 distributed for some cases, tests for group comparisons were chosen accordingly.
287
Effects of ROI and Age group on classification To evaluate differences and 288 interactions between ROIs and age groups, we used a model comparison between nested 289 linear-mixed effects (LME) models. All models included a random intercept per participant.
290
Fixed effects were entered in a stepwise inclusion approach: Model 1 included fixed effects of 291 the intercept and the ROI, Model 2 included fixed effects of intercept, ROI and age group, 292 and Model 3 included an additional interaction between ROI and age group. The three 293 models were compared using a likelihood ratio test and followed up by post-hoc t-tests.
294
Using GLM derived beta maps for classification ensured fully balanced training sets. Yet, 295 imbalances could still exist on the level of events from which regressors were constructed. To 296 check for potential group differences in the number of direction events, a 'class balance score' 297 was calculated that reflected the deviation of the event distribution from uniform (root mean 298 squared error between the measured relative number of events belonging to each class and 299 the corresponding uniform distribution). The number of events and balance score of each 300 fold and subject entered a set of nested LME models similar to the ones described above.
301
The models included intercept and age-group (Model 1). , 2016) . We therefore proceeded with only these two ROIs for which we had 339 clear evidence we could measure directional signals in the present data set.
340
Decoding accuracy tended to be higher in younger adults indicated by an increased model 341 fit from including age group: χ 2 (1) = 10.90, p < .001) and was also higher in V1 than RSC
342
(post-hoc t-test, t(41) = −8.72, p adj. < .001). The interaction between ROI and age did 343 not further improve model fit (χ 2 (1) = 2.31, p = .072), indicating that age differences were 344 not significantly different between ROIs. Post-hoc t-tests revealed a significant difference 345 between age groups in V1 (t(75) = −3.66, p adj. < .001), but not the RSC (t(75) = −1.86, 346 p adj. = .066). .001). The Age × ROI interaction significantly improved model fit (χ 2 (1) = 4.305, p = .038).
353
This reflects the fact that the Gaussian model fitted the data better in V1 compared to two sample t-test, one-sided). ROI-wise comparisons of precision and averaged confusion 364 matrices in V1 for both age groups are shown in Figure 5 .
365
To achieve higher resolution regarding the similarity of directional signals, and better 366 support for our fitted models, we repeated the above analyses with classifier results when 367 *
RSC V1
Older adults .4
Divergence from target direction Percentage classified
Older adults Younger adults B Figure 5 : Tuning width of confusion function A: Group comparison of precision of Gaussian model fit to confusion function for RSC and V1, plots as in Figure. 3. Top dashed line indicates significantly higher precision in younger adults (one-sided t-test, adjusted). One high precision outlier (young participant) is not displayed in the V1 plot. B: Visualization of averaged best fitting Gaussian models of confusion functions for both age groups. Dotted lines and shaded area indicate standard error of the mean. Models were normalized to represent the percentage classified at the six measurement points of the confusion function.
applied to the single event test set. Results of all analyses are shown in Figure 6 . As expected, during forward walking events decoding accuracy was higher than in a permutation test in 369 RSC as well as V1 (all p adj. < .001; see Figure 6A ). Average high-resolution confusion 370 functions can be found in Figure 6B . Applying the Gaussian and uniform models to the 371 confusion functions indicated Gaussian like pattern similarites as expected in the RSC and 372 V1 (t(43) ≤ −5.82, p adj . ≤ .001, paired t-tests of SSEs associated with each model; see 373 Figure 6C ). Similar to the classifier tested on beta maps, age-group differences in precision 374 of the fitted Gaussians only showed a higher precision in younger adults compared to older 375 adults in the V1 (t(29.95) = −3.47, p adj. = .001) but not in the RSC (t(35.82) = −.63, 376 p adj. = .531, two sample t-tests, assumption of normality not violated; see Figure 6D ). walking events. This measure of visual influence was then compared between ROIs.
384
A comparison of visual influence scores can be seen in Figure 7A . A paired t-test showed 385 a significant difference of the visual influence between the V1 and the RSC ROI with lower 386 visual influence in the RSC (t(42) = −7.15, p = .001), indicating qualitative differences in 387 the nature of the decoded representations in RSC versus V1. 388 We next asked whether the influence of visual information was different in younger and 389 older adults, hinting at a broader form of dedifferentiation. Visual influence scores were lower 390 in older adults compared to younger adults in V1 (t(33.28) = −3.95, p adj. < .001) but not 391 RSC (t(37.51) = −.34, p adj. > .999). See Figure 7B Figure 6 : Analysis of decoders tested on single events. A: Classification accuracies of V1 and RSC decoders when tested on single events instead of beta maps. Depiction as in Figure 3B . Stars indicate significant above-chance classification accuracy given by a permutation test (10 4 permutations, onesided, adjusted). B: High resolution confusion functions of RSC and V1 decoder with a bin-width of 10 • .
Depicted as in Figure 4C . C: Comparison between models fitted to high resolution confusion functions of RSC and V1 decoder. Depicted as in Figure 4A . of the age group, indicating worse task performance with less decoding accuracy (r = −.172, 401 p = .015, r younger = −.542, r older = −.279). Other linear models did not show any relation 402 between distance score and measures of neural specificity that was independent of the age 403 group. Relations between either decoding accuracy or Gaussian precision and distance score 404 are shown in Figure 8A . and B., respectively. 
